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who I am

Selected as an emerging artist of the season 2022-23 by the prestigious
institution Musical Youth of Catalonia, Noguer is arising as one of the new
and fresh voices in the world of classical piano.

Her musicality and her capacity to bring out a beautiful sound palette
from the piano as well as her intense and emotive performances, have let
her build a close connection with the audience becoming one of the
signatures of her personality as a musician.

She envisages music from its universality, free of boundaries and with the
fearless determination to bring unique, human and meaningful versions of
the classical repertoire to the modern audience.
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future

RESONANCE recording, Girona
2021-22
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FESTIVAL DE TORROELLA DE MONGRÍ, Girona
July 2022

season 2022-23

ST BRIDE'S, London
July 2022

FESTIVAL TOCA'M, Tortosa
June 2022

TOUR CATALONIA
season 2022-23, dates TBA

RESONANCE 
release TBA

ST ALFEGE CHURCH, London
July 2022



Resonance

In her debut solo album Resonace, Noguer is putting together a
collection of works that played a significant influence in her
musical life and that led her to the pianist she is now.

This album embraces three different voices in the history of our
culture that reflect how diverse music can be, yet how intact the
power of art remains throughout the centuries with a never-
stopping research for comprehension, implication and fulfilment
of human life.

The sensibility of the pianist is very close to this repertoire and she
is now bringing to life a new version of these three works that have
always resonated in her soul.

Release date: TBA



repertoire
Ludwig van Beethoven | Piano Sonata Op.13 No. 8 in C Minor
I. Grave — Allegro di molto e con brio 
II. Adagio cantabile
III. Rondo: Allegro

Robert Schumann | Kinderszenen Op.15
1. Of Foreign Lands and Peoples
2. A Curious Story
3. Blind Man’s Bluff
4. Pleading Child
5. Happy Enough
6. An Important Event
7. Dreaming
8. At the Fireside
9. Knight of the Hobbyhorse
10. Almost Too Serious
11. Frightening
12. Child Falling Asleep
13. The Poet Speaks

Maurice Ravel | Sonatine
I. Modéré
II. Mouvement de Menuet
III. Animé



what people say
« Her emotion, when she performs, transcends

directly to the audience, as for example with
the subtle and exciting works of Granados, all

delicacy, or the depth of the Russian soul of
Tchaikovsky, played with simplicity without
exaggeration, simply reached the bottom of

the musical soul. »

Associació Musical de 
Mestres Directors

« Humble personality, is a performer very gifted
in her instrument, with an extraordinary
sensitivity and a remarkable pedagogical
character, simple and charismatic. »

Diari de Girona



contact

meritxellnoguer@gmail.com

+34 697 79 43 65

thanks

www.meritxellnoguer.com


